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Abstract. — We report a large decrease in small-angle-neutron scattering (SANS) after relaxation-annealing below $T_x$ in glassy Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ ribbons. We had previously reported here on the SANS in this alloy and its anisotropy which we attributed to defect orientations induced by the shearing action of the substrate during rapid solidification. We now attribute the decrease in the anisotropic SANS to the partial disappearance of these quenched-in defects during the relaxation anneal. Important contributions from crystallites and surface effects are excluded as they would tend to increase and not decrease the SANS.

1. Introduction.

In a recent Letter in this journal, we reported observation of anisotropic small-angle-neutron scattering (SANS) intensity from ribbons of metallic glasses [1] which we attributed to a preferred-orientation of defects in the ribbon plane with their long axis along the ribbon length. We had previously suggested that substrate-induced shearing of the undercooled melt during rapid solidification should result in such orientations of quenched-in defects [2].

Since then, measurements have revealed other structural anisotropies in metallic glasses with significant differences in mechanical and magnetic properties measured along and across the casting direction [3-6]. Part of the anisotropy can be removed by relaxation annealing at temperatures below the crystallization temperature $T_x$ [5, 6]. Another part however remains until the onset of crystallization at $T_x$ [3, 4] and has been attributed also to shear induced medium-range-order (MRO) anisotropy [4].

(*) The SANS measurements were carried out at ILL.
(+ LTPCM, LA No 29 au CNRS.
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These observations are complementary to our results reported here [1] on SANS in metallic glasses. The reported preferred-orientation of defects has also been discussed in connection with the momentum versus thermal boundary layer controlled solidification [7, 8]. Some doubt remained however as to the possible contribution of surface scattering [9, 10] in the scattering vector, $Q$, range of our previous report. In particular, it could be argued that the melt-spun ribbon surface which comes in contact with the substrate is highly perturbed and marked by polishing lines and gas pockets on the substrate (see Fig. 1). We have therefore designed and conducted new experiments on the evolution of SANS with relaxation annealing [11].

In this Letter we show clearly that the SANS in melt-spun Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ glassy ribbons reported in our previous Letter [1] is due to quenched-in defects which can, to a large extent, be removed by proper post-quench relaxation-annealing without crystallization.

Fig. 1. — Electron-micrograph of the substrate side of $\approx 2$ mm wide amorphous Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ ribbon (magnification $\times$ 24).

2. Experimental procedure.

The melt-spun amorphous Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ alloy ribbon used in this experiment was prepared on the melt-spinning apparatus at LTPCM. The ribbon was 25 $\mu$m thick, 2 mm wide and 20 m long. As before, this ribbon was wrapped around a frame so as to form parallel layers with total thickness $\approx 0.4$ mm for the scattering experiment, conducted on the D11 spectrometer at ILL [12] with incident beam wave length $\lambda \approx 1$ nm and sample detector distance of 10.6 m. The parallel ribbon layers were placed parallel to the 2-dimensional multi-detector with ribbon long axis along the vertical direction. In this configuration the detector plane corresponds to the plane of scattering vector $Q = 4 \pi \sin \theta/\lambda$ with the vertical and horizontal $Q$ axes being parallel to the ribbon length and width respectively ($2\theta$ is the scattering angle). The coherent scattered intensity $I(Q) = d\sigma/d\Omega$ in barns was obtained from the measured intensities as described in [11].

The alloy composition Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ was chosen to obtain equality between the average metalloid coherent scattering length and that of palladium. This allows the preferential observation of density defects and suppresses the scattering by metal-metalloid composition fluctuations [7, 13].

Furthermore, as shown in the DSC thermogram of figure 2, the alloy exhibits a glass-transition at $T_g \approx 660$ K, well below its crystallization temperature $T_x \approx 690$ K indicating good stability of the amorphous phase and allowing heat-treatments below $T_g$ without the possibility of partial
crystallization. For example, for the sister composition Pd$_{80}$Si$_{20}$, it has been demonstrated [14] that a relaxation-anneal at 543 K can result in significant modification of X-ray interference functions without crystallization. Part of the ribbons were therefore annealed in a sealed pyrex tube under vacuum for 30 min at 543 K. The ribbons remained ductile after annealing and X-ray diffraction tests showed no evidence of crystallinity after the anneal.

3. Results and discussion.

In our first report on the subject [1] we attributed the observed SANS and its anisotropy to a preferred orientation of anisometric defects caused by the substrate shearing action during solidification. If the scatterers are density defects, they should at least partially anneal out during a relaxation anneal at $T < T_g$. Figure 3 shows coherent scattering intensities $I(Q)$ versus $Q$ curves for melt-spun Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ in the as-quenched state and after annealing at 543 K. Also shown is $I(Q)$ vs. $Q$ for a 20 mm wide glassy ribbon of the same alloy prepared by planar-flow-casting (PCF) [13, 15]. The wider ribbon is expected to have undergone a slower quench. The results are consistent with the attribution of the SANS to quenched-in density defects. The more rapidly quenched narrow, melt-spun ribbon scatters more than the wide ribbon. Furthermore, the
SANS intensity in the narrow ribbon drops sharply after the short anneal towards the curve for the wide ribbon indicating partial disappearance of the quenched-in scattering defects after relaxation annealing.

Figure 4 shows the scattered intensity $I(Q)$ for the annealed and as-quenched narrow ribbons with $Q$ parallel and perpendicular to the ribbon length. In this figure the SANS anisotropy is more clearly seen than in the data presented previously [1] due to the lower range of $Q$. Again SANS is more intense for $Q_{\parallel}$ to the ribbon length indicating defects elongated along the ribbon casting direction. The scattered intensity $I(Q)$ is seen to diminish after annealing along both $Q_{\parallel}$ and $Q_{\perp}$ to the casting direction. We note that scattering due to the emergence of crystallites during the anneal should increase rather than decrease the SANS. Furthermore, any contribution from surface scattering is expected to remain constant with annealing or increase due to the formation of oxide layers or superficial segregation [16] but in no case should it decrease with annealing below $T_g$. The reduction in the anisotropic SANS with annealing tends therefore to support the suggestion of the existence of quenched-in orientations of anisometric density defects. Guinier's plots of the SANS show linear regions only at higher $Q$ values with slopes $R_g^2/3$ such that the product $R_g Q > 1.5$ is beyond the range of validity of the Guinier approximation. We have however, previously given an approximate radius of gyration of the order of 20 nm for ellipsoids or thin discs in the ribbon plane with their long axis along the ribbon-length and being less than 1 nm along the ribbon thickness [1, 7]. Cigar shaped defects have also been mentioned [7] but we are most likely dealing with a distribution of defect size and shapes.

![Fig. 4. — SANS intensity $I(Q)$ in narrow as-quenched (—) and annealed (…) amorphous melt-spun Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ with wave-vector $Q$ along the ribbon length (×) and width (+).](image)

Other workers have attributed SANS in this $Q$ range in metallic glasses to quasi-dislocations [17]. Figure 5 shows $\ln I(Q)$ vs. $\ln Q$ plots of the melt-spun Pd-based glassy ribbon before and

![Fig. 5. — $\ln I(Q)$ versus $\ln Q$ curves for as-quenched (+) and annealed (●) amorphous melt-spun Pd$_{80}$Si$_{12}$Ge$_8$ ribbon.](image)
after annealing. An over-all slope of \( \simeq -3.4 \) is observed for \( |Q| \geq 5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ nm}^{-1} \). At lower \( Q \) values, the scattering curves for the two samples converge. This can be attributed to the predominance of surface scattering at these very low angles. This and other information on surface scattering will be presented in detail elsewhere.
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